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TravancoreQ: Intellij idea: how to make a script to do some task on all files in a project when I have
a problem with a multi-level j2ee project, I copy a file to a new project, create a main class and fix
the issue. I want to create a script that takes my project, copy a file into a new project, create a main
class and fix the issue on all projects at once. Can I achieve this using Intellij idea? A: use folder
actions, right click on any folder and choose Add As. Each folder can have a set of different rules.
"Run This Action on Folder" I read through a paper being read at the annual fall meeting of the
National Academy of Sciences: It is written by economists Peter Berns and Andrew Shtulman. They
work at the University of Chicago. In their paper, published in the Journal of Economic Perspectives,
they ask: Are we living in a scientific paradise or a pseudoscientific one? The reason they are
interested is a belief among some that science is on the verge of discovering God. Some background.
The economists are working on the interesting topic of why people pay for things. They quote as
their starting point social psychologist BJ Fogg, who in 1956 summarized psychological research in
one simple sentence: If you price something, demand will come. But that does not explain
everything. Why does demand come, given price? And how can prices be useful in explaining why
demand comes? This leads to a series of interesting question. First, what determines, at a given
time, what prices will be used? When the market price for a product changes, people who want to
buy the product will try to know the new price
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